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CHANGES IN THE AIR

A City Prepares for a Warm Long-Term Forecast

Sally Ryan for The New York Times

Leroy Ledbetter tending a rooftop garden created to reduce energy use by Chicago's City Hall.

By LESLIE KAUFMAN

Published: May 22, 2011

CHICAGO — The Windy City is preparing for a heat wave — a

permanent one.

Climate scientists have told city

planners that based on current trends,

Chicago will feel more like Baton

Rouge than a Northern metropolis

before the end of this century.

So, Chicago is getting ready for a

wetter, steamier future. Public

alleyways are being repaved with

materials that are permeable to water.

The white oak, the state tree of Illinois,

has been banned from city planting

lists, and swamp oaks and sweet gum trees from the South

have been given new priority. Thermal radar is being used

to map the city’s hottest spots, which are then targets for

pavement removal and the addition of vegetation to roofs.

And air-conditioners are being considered for all 750 public

schools, which until now have been heated but rarely

cooled.

“Cities adapt or they go away,” said Aaron N. Durnbaugh,

deputy commissioner of Chicago’s Department of

Environment. “Climate change is happening in both real

and dramatic ways, but also in slow, pervasive ways. We

can handle it, but we do need to acknowledge it. We are on

a 50-year cycle, but we need to get going.”
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Houston and Texas

Scientists: Climate change threatens crops

Scientists: Climate change takes a toll on crops

Farmers urged to develop strains that will thrive in a warmer world

ERIC BERGER

, HOUSTON CHRONICLE

Published 05:30 a.m., Friday, May 6, 2011

As the planet warmed during the last three decades, rising

temperatures reduced the yield of corn and wheat crops,

and contributed to a modest increase to the price of food,

researchers have found.

Although the effects of climate change aren't devastating

— they're estimated to be responsible for about a 6 percent

rise in food prices since 1980 — scientists say future

changes to crops could be more adverse as the planet

continues to warm.

"If we don't adapt, I think we are just beginning to see the

effects of climate change on agriculture," said David Lobell, a Stanford University scientist who

led the research published Thursday in the journal Science.

The authors of the study, one of the first to link climate change to agricultural losses, urged

farmers to adapt by developing types of corn and wheat that can grow in warmer and

drier climates.

That may be a tough sell for American farmers, who so far have been largely spared by climate

change and in general remain skeptical about the threats posed by global warming.

Cap-and-trade debate

During the 2010 debate over cap-and-trade legislation, which Congress ended up not passing,

American Farm Bureau Federation President Bob Stallman said his organization "must

aggressively respond to extremists who want to drag agriculture back to the day of 40 acres and

a mule."

The skepticism may be due in part to the fact that, with respect to the rest of the world, the

United States has experienced less warming during the last century.

As part of the new study, in fact, researchers found no effect on U.S. crop production from

climate change. But the effects were quite significant elsewhere. Russia, in contrast, lost an

estimated 15 percent of wheat production due to climate change.

"My message to American farmers would be to be careful not to think that what you're

experiencing is going on in the world," Lobell said. "In a sense our findings help me understand

why farmers are so skeptical about climate change, because they haven't been seeing it

themselves. But when you look around the world it's very apparent."

Warmer Texas forecast

With this spring's exceptional drought, skeptical Texas farmers may be getting a preview of what
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Alaska seeing impact of climate change in its infrastructure,
villages

FAIRBANKS — Climate change has already begun to make life difficult for state transportation

managers. And they expect it to become a bigger and more expensive challenge if warming

trends continue as predicted.

“With over 6,600 miles of coastline and 80 percent of the state underlaid by ice-rich permafrost,

you can certainly imagine we are at the forefront of climate change impacts,” said Mike Coffey,

maintenance and operations chief for the Alaska Department of Transportation and Public

Facilities.

Coffey discussed the impact of climate change on transportation in a webinar last week, hosted

by the Alaska Center for Climate Assessment and Policy at the University of Alaska Fairbanks.

New challenges include warming permafrost, coastal erosion and the potential for more dramatic

storms and flooding, he said. These could lead to more highways and facilities cracking, icing up

or even washing away. The hardest-hit areas are northern, western and Interior Alaska, where

roads and structures are built over permafrost and near the coast.

Overall trends

Climate data show Alaska has warmed in the past century and is likely to continue warming.

Some regions and seasons will experience more warming than others, according to UAF climate

research. The research, by Scenarios Network for Alaska Planning, projects average monthly

temperatures for different communities using international climate models and predicted

greenhouse gas levels. In Fairbanks, for example, the average January temperature climbed

approximately three degrees from the late 1990s to this past decade. It’s projected to go up

about two more degrees in the next two to three decades.

Climate change looks more dramatic in a place like Newtok, a Yupik village on the west coast of

Alaska. Average January temperatures rose about six degrees from the 1960s to last decade.

They are projected to climb another two to three degrees by 1940 and approximately five

additional degrees by 2060.

The effects of warming

Melting permafrost is the biggest challenge for roads and infrastructure, Coffey said.

“Permafrost is essentially a function of average annual temperature. If average annual

temperature goes above the freezing point, eventually you’ll see changes,” said Nancy Fresco,

coordinator at Scenarios Network for Alaska Planning.

In most of the nation, roads deteriorate when pavement wears out. But in Alaska, permafrost

often gets them first.

Melting permafrost causes pavement to sink and often crack.

“Gravity tends to move material down to fill the void, and we get a depression in the road,”

Coffey said.

Severe melting can make roads as wavy as ribbons, as seen on sections of Goldstream and

Chena Hot Springs roads.

“This increases maintenance costs and impacts the DOT budget,” Coffey said.

The state spends roughly $11 million per year dealing with permafrost-affected roads and has for

about eight years, he said.

The more remote the infrastructure problems, the more expensive they are to fix. While gravel or

crushed aggregate used for reconstruction might cost $20 per yard in Anchorage or Fairbanks, it

can cost up to $400 per yard in Newtok or $1,000 per yard in Savoonga, Coffey said.

The freeze-thaw cycle is another enemy.

“We’re expecting those to get worse and expand farther across the state,” he said.

In Fairbanks, fall traditionally turns to winter quickly and temperatures typically remain below the

freezing mark until April. But lately, the transition has lasted longer.
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 H1) Information about 
adaptation reduces support 
for mitigation. 
 
• Hearing about options for 

future remedies reduces the 
perceived urgency of 
preventative measures.  

 
• Remedy messages increase 

risky behavioral intentions 
(Bolton, Cohen & Bloom, 2006) 

Hypothesized Effects  

 H2) Information about 
adaptation increases 
support for mitigation. 
 
• Hearing options for adaptation 

makes climate change impacts 
more vivid, therefore 
increasing concern.  

 
• Vivid information has more 

influence on risk perceptions 
and behavioral intentions 
(Stapel & Velthuijsen, 1996) 



Experimental Design 

Control Mitigation Adaptation Combined 

Background Background 
Mitigation 

Background 
Adaptation 

Background 
Mitigation 
Adaptation 

Online national sample (N=402).  

Embedded in a survey including 
information and questions about health 
behavior.  
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Independents 

Among political independents, support for mitigation was 
significantly lower in the Combined condition than in the other 
three conditions (p < .05).  
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Full Sample 

Never 

Within 
50 Years 

Now 

Those who received mitigation info (Mitigation and Combined 
groups) perceived that climate change would harm people sooner.  

When Climate Impacts Will be Felt 
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